Politics Political Action And The Rhetoric Of The Body
Discourse is the best solution for political polarization
City Democrats and Republicans confirm they are not allowed booths; some political orgs will have them though; councilors raise concerns.
Shareholders fight to rein in risk by demanding transparency into public companies’ political spending
TIME National Correspondent Charlotte Alter and Chicago-based campaign manager Eli Stone discussed Alter’s book about young politicians who are changing the American political landscape during a ...
Politics Political Action And The
The legislation comes after a surge of fraud complaints from voters who hadn't realized they'd signed up to make recurring donations.
Klobuchar bill aims to strike prechecked political donation boxes
In the leadup to the 2020 election, political polarization was at an all-time high. Nearly half of liberals said they would not be friends with a supporter of then-President Donald Trump, and most ...
Discourse is the best solution for political polarization
Although religion has yet to play a dominant role in Pakistani politics observers note that the country current political structure may be changing with the ...
Pak's political structure impacted by TLP's radicalism
What I’ve observed over the last four months while managing a team of organizers around the 2021 legislative session at Forward Montana should be of concern to all Montanans, no ...
Guest column: The Montana Legislature's power grab should inspire all into action
A Critical Philosophy of Illusions, Values, and Action, by Bernard E. Harcourt (New York: Columbia University Press, 2020) Late in his new book Critique & Praxis, Bernard Harcourt tells the rather ...
Theorizing Politics as Endless Struggle: Bernard Harcourt's "Critique and Praxis"
When Black Americans are the targets, other Black Americans respond with anger and search for more information. That's not the same for other racial groups.
How racially targeted mass shootings can alter community politics
You might think,” the president wrote later, “that for a political party that had just suffered two cycles of resounding defeat, the GOP strategy of pugnacious, all-out obstruction would carry big ...
In search of the vanishing political center
Much of the work of political science revolves around institutions—the structures through which politics happens. Leaders enter the frame, of course, but often as institutions i ...
Political Science: Seeing Like a Subversive Social Scientist
The city is a little more than five months out from the mayoral election, and the top priority is fixing the ongoing crime problem. Now, a new Political Action ...
New Political Action Committee sets tone for mayoral campaign
Researchers from Boston and Columbia universities studied Meghalaya's matrilineal tribes to find that women are more politically active than men when wealth passes from mother to daughter.
Control over family wealth among Meghalaya women increases political activity, study finds
It’s looking like last week’s Kansas City Council vote to give City Hall more of a role in shaping how the Kansas City Police Department spends taxpayer resources could end up in court. The Board of ...
Kansas City police funding bills may invite lawsuits, action from Missouri lawmakers
Emergent BioSolutions faces scrutiny in Congress for ruining Covid-19 vaccines and securing lucrative federal contracts. Executives will appear before some lawmakers who benefited from the company’s ...
Troubled Vaccine Maker and Its Founder Gave $2 Million in Political Donations
DUK, -1.30%, whose board of directors opposed the New York fund’s proposal asking the company for more detailed disclosure of its direct and indirect political spending. Duke shareholders were tepid ...
Shareholders fight to rein in risk by demanding transparency into public companies’ political spending
TIME National Correspondent Charlotte Alter and Chicago-based campaign manager Eli Stone discussed Alter’s book about young politicians who are changing the American political landscape during a ...
TIME National Correspondent discusses activism, youth in politics
Breaking down the winners and losers from the past week in Utah politics. Plus, Gov. Cox doesn't take his own advice about cable news.
‘The Rundown’: This week’s winners and losers in Utah politics
The eminent economic historian on the inadequacy of Biden’s climate plan, American provincialism, and whether enlightened capital will save us all.
Adam Tooze on Climate Politics After COVID
As our community continues to grapple with the aftermath of the destruction of the obelisk on the Santa Fe Plaza and the prosecution of those responsible, it is important to ...
Healing will take dedication to democratic politics
City Democrats and Republicans confirm they are not allowed booths; some political orgs will have them though; councilors raise concerns.
Intown Concord Bans Certain Political Groups From Market Days
We look at President Biden's role in new — and still fragile — cease-fire between Israel and Gaza, as well as the near certain demise of the January 6 Commission.
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